Rotterdam, December 2019
Dear people,
In keeping with tradition, this December letter will focus on making a comparison between the
paintings selected for this Christmas card and our personal injury practice. Since time immemorial,
art and health have been linked. Take, for instance, "The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp"
by Rembrandt. This link between art and health is also the reason why the museum Boijmans van
Beuningen has placed five sculptures on display at the Erasmus Medical Centre in Rotterdam, during
its renovation. In this hospital – where the human body, like in our practice, is central – the sculptures
show the power and the vulnerability of man.
Through this year‘s work of art, we would like to direct your attention towards music – because also
music has an ancient connection with art. Think of the book "Music on the Wall" (De Jongh, 2008).
It describes the meaning and symbolism of music in Dutch paintings between 1500 and 1700. The
title of chapter 4 is "Music as Medicine" – which is also the name of a foundation created by Erasmus
MC Foundation. Based on research, this foundation has shown that, if a patient listens to music
before, during and after an operation, their feelings of fear, pain and stress are significantly reduced.
Implementing Music as Medicine in healthcare plans will without a doubt be to the benefit of patients.
But let‘s get back to our Christmas card.
The painting on the front of this Christmas card was made by Tamara Stoffers (1966). It is called "Creation
starts with the Hands". With "hands", Tamara Stoffers not only refers to the hands of the orchestra
conductor, but also those of the musicians. The conductor‘s hands unite the sounds – and allow the music
to speak. These exaggerated movements coax the finest nuances out of the music piece. The conductor‘s
style also creates a visual spectacle out of the music: unique, and full of dedication and energy.
The tenderly drawn hand on the painting is playing a dried violet. With this depiction of a concert,
Tamara Stoffers not only shows the poetry and vulnerability of music, but also each individual‘s
contribution. Because even though the instruments together constitute a music piece, it is the individual
hands that contribute their unique expression to the music. In this sense, creation starts with the
hands, says Tamara Stoffers. The human touch is what lends the music its beauty, timelessness and
vulnerability. Like a dried flower.
This brings us to a comparison with our practice. Our practice also requires a human touch. Accidents
are part of life and victims are vulnerable people. And yet, and yet, and yet: there are always different
perspectives. I wonder: does it really all start with the hands? I think it all starts with or in the brain,
an area in which Maarten Tromp Advocaten has relevant expertise. As we do every year, and in playful
reference to this expertise, we have therefore livened up the inside of this Christmas card. To lend it a
musical twist, we have made grateful use of another of Tamara Stoffers’ creations. Truly a brain teaser…
We wish you a 2020 full of music.

On behalf of Maarten Tromp Advocaten
Maarten Tromp
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